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Objectives

Recasting timeseries as matrices
•Forecasting
•Detecting pattern in timeseries
•Detecting events
•Drift in data

Introduction

•Time series related to the use of infrastructures
often show significant diurnal patterns.

•Recasting such quasi-periodic time series as a
matrix, often helps to gain a better
understanding of the data.

•Two advantages:
1 Better visualizaton: it can lead to a better appreciation of
indistinct or subtle features.

2 Use numerically stable matrix decomposition methods,
such as SVD, e.g., to elucidate the underlying data
structure [1].
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Figure 1: Alternative representation of timeseries data

Materials

The following materials were required to complete
the research:

•Timeseries data analytics
•Detecting the underlying patterns
•Volatility of the timeseries

The materials were prepared according to the steps
outlined below:
1 Geometric interpretations of SVD
2 Global energy forecasting competition 2014
3 Periodicity detection

Methods

•Singular value decomposition
•Ensemble of tress

Figure 2: Geometrical interpretation of SVD

Important Result

Alternative representation of the timeseries can indeed open up promising avenues in timeseries analysis.

Mathematical Section

• In order to use the singular value spectrum as a
tool for the analysis of periodic time series, we
need to know how the spectrum is affected by
noise and trend characteristics (extending the
work in the original paper [2]).

•To this end we use results from

• Spectral theory for random matrices;
• Perturbation theory for eigenvalues of matrices

Results

•Enhancing the underlying trends
•Volatility quantification
•Day-ahead (next cycle) forecasting
•Periodicity detection

Ongoing works

•Detecting periodicity
•Non-stationary data
•Apply to larger and more diverse data sets
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